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Cancellation fees:

 �   cancellation till 72 hours before the tour start:
         free 

 �   cancellation till 24 hours before the tour start: 
        50 % of the booking price 

 �   cancellation less than 24 hours before the tour start: 
    100 % of the booking price

*operated by DIVA Personalmanagement GmbH

CONTACT
 
Please send your enquiry for a MAN plant tour* directly to the 
following e-mail adress:
 
werksfuehrung-nue@man.eu

You find all necessary information online at:
www.man.eu/nuernberg

Important notes for visitors:

 �   the entrance of children under 10 years is prohibited
 �   Animals are not permitted
 �   In consequence of long footways and potential danger  

    sturdy shoes are necessary



COMPACT TOUR V

   Compact Tour V

   duration: 1,5 h

   group size: max. 20 persons

   price:  German, English:            170 Euro

   French, Spanish:        upon request     

   Compact Tour V+

   duration:  2 h

   group size: max. 20 persons

   price:  German, English:              205 Euro

   French, Spanish:         upon request    

    

                            This is the gross price.

PREMIUM TOUR

   Premium Tour

   duration: 3 h
   group size: max. 20 persons
   price:  German, English:                255 Euro
   French, Spanish:              upon request

 

            This is the gross price.

Our Premium Tour is an unique opportunity to explore the
core part of our Engine Competence Center:  
the assembly of the MAN in-line engines and V-
engines. Apart from that, you will be able to 
choose a tour through the manufacturing of the  
cylinder heads or of the crankcases. This will give you a  
valuable insight in our production and assembly. Besides  
getting the technical information you will get to know the
historical background of the traditional brand MAN  
and learn pretty interesting and worth knowing 
facts about the production site in Nuremberg.

Get an exclusive behind-the-scenes look into our produc-
tion, where the gas and diesel engines for Marine and Po-
wer are manufactured. You will closely see the assembly 
of our powerful V-engines. Furthermore you will acquire 
many interesting facts about the brand MAN and about 
the engine plant situated in Nuremberg. Besides you will 
be able to book the Compact Tour V+, where you will visit 
the V-engine assembly and the production of our crank-
cases.

COMPACT TOUR R

Foto

Discover first hand the assembly of our in-line engines 
for busses and trucks. You will get to know each step of 
the process and experience the engine “cold test”. Apart 
from that, you will receive many interesting facts about the 
brand MAN and about the engine plant situated in Nurem-
berg. The Compact Tour R+ will provide you with the addi-
tional insight into the cylinder head manufacturing process.

   Compact Tour R

   duration: 1,5 h

   group size: max. 20 persons

   price:  German, English:            170 Euro

   French, Spanish:        upon request 

   Compact Tour R+

   duration:  2 h

   group size: max. 20 persons

   price:  German, English:              205 Euro

   French, Spanish:         upon request   

        

                                          This is the gross price.


